Whether you knew it or not, we had a gentle giant watching over the UUFC for the past seven years. Andrea Dailey was the quiet but pervasive force behind the beautiful grounds we have today.

Thank you Andrea!  

Russ Karow
I enjoyed working with Andrea mostly with the circle street side grass replacing. She is a joy to work with. I don’t know how we can replace her. We can only try.

Kim Johansen
Dear Lady, it was a privilege to toil the soil with you. You gave the Fellowship and its grounds your expertise, your leadership and a sense that what we did for the landscape made a difference in all our lives. You are a gem!

Diana Thompson
Many times, I have driven by the church and seen this small gray-haired woman in gloves and work boots doing some sort of manual labor that many folks her age and size would not attempt, but she did. If one wants to know what a volunteer extraordinaire acts like, look no further than our Andrea.

*Ginny Gibson*
We could always count on Andrea to be there and follow through on the myriad needs of the Fellowship grounds, both teaming up with others and completely on her own. Many a day I’ve seen her working away by herself, doing what needs to be done. What a beautiful, gentle role model for us all! Thank you Andrea for all you bring to our community!

Alan Kirk
Thank you, Andrea, for keeping the UUFC looking so good. Digging holes has never been so much fun!

Nick Houtman
Andrea has religiously and faithfully tended the garden of the UUFC for perhaps the last decade or so. Often working alone, she has on other occasions organized people to work together to accomplish larger projects. With good cheer and patience she has kept up with an enormous job, such as the grounds present. Thank you Andrea!

Tom Smith

An aside, an appreciation for Nancy Leman before Andrea who was also very devoted to keeping the grounds looking good.
Andrea has always been on task when things need fixing and when projects need to get handled. I was amazed how she single handedly, joyfully built that brick wall along the front walkway as she was retiring from her position as head of the grounds care and crew. Thank you Andrea!

Joe Martines
Thank you Andrea!